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Issue No. 2

Newsletter 2017

Introduction
Welcome to our 2017 Newsletter, providing you with the latest developments at Kenauk
Nature. We are a partnership between the Nature Conservancy of Canada and a group of
4 Canadian families, all committed to conserving this unique property for generations to
come.
Since the purchase in 2013, our priorities at Kenauk Nature remain the same: provide
unique experiences to our guests, develop and manage a sustainable fishery and forestry
program, and a research and education program with a 100 year horizon. We hope you
enjoy some of the exciting new projects that have been completed and continue to
celebrate Kenauk Nature the way we do.
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Kenauk Nature
Map
Please use the following
property map to reference
project locations throughout
this newsletter.

chalet
main roads
100km trail (2017)
100km trail
(2018 extension)
campsites
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Part of the magic of
Kenauk Nature is to be
able to experience
untamed natural
environments in the
comfort and security of
unique accommodations.
To this end, Kenauk
Nature is on a multi-year
plan to upgrade its
lodging infrastructure as
well as add new capacity
to allow nature lovers of
every means to come and
enjoy our property. We
hope you enjoy our chalet
renovations as well as the
addition of some unique
accommodation styles.

Heritage Chalet

Chalet Renovations
We are currently busy restoring our log cabins (built
nearly 100 years ago) so that our guests can go “back in
time” and experience the heritage of a true log cabin
while keeping with modern comforts. In 2016, Tricorne
chalet was fully renovated and by June 2017 Commandant
chalet will have completed its renovation and relocation
to a new more secluded location on Papineau Lake for
added privacy. In addition to restoring our Heritage
series chalets, our beautiful Classic and new Deluxe
chalets also continue to be upgraded to deliver on our
promise of providing guests with the most comfortable,
peaceful, secluded vacation experiences.

Classic Chalet

New Accommodations

Deluxe Chalet

In 2017 we will add to our lodging capacity (expected to be
available by late summer):
● Fairlight Chalet will be built at the north end of the
property on Hidden Bay. This chalet will be perfect for
large family gatherings or small corporate retreats.
● Les Rapides Chalet and Jackson Chalet will be two new
honeymoon cabins for intimate couple retreats. Immersed
in nature, these cabins will offer couples comfort and
privacy with spectacular views.
● In addition to our traditional chalets, this summer we are
introducing glamping to Kenauk Nature with the
installation of 3 tipis on Maholey Lake and a Yurt on Lucky
Lake. These accommodations will offer our guests the
opportunity to camp in luxury.
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Winter Opening & Activities

Open in Winter
We are excited to announce that over half a dozen chalets at
Kenauk Nature are now open year round, making the
property a unique destination for connecting with our
Canadian winter wonderland. Our new winter activities
offer exciting adventures such as:
• Dog sledding
• Ice fishing
• Skating
• Snowshoeing and
• Cross country skiing
We have opened a network of cross country ski trails with
our new grooming equipment and can now ensure great
trail conditions ready for your enjoyment. We will also set
up a permanent rink and skating circuit on Whitefish Lake.

New Activities
In addition to our renowned hunting and fishing, Kenauk
Nature offers a range of fun and educational activities. Our
summer activities include: clay shooting, the Land Rover
experience, guided trail walks, and a host of fun activities
at Whitefish Lake. In 2017 we will add three new ones:
● Paddle boards and mountain bikes will now be available
at Whitefish Lake, in addition to canoes and kayaks.
● We will open a precision shooting range. For this year,
we will offer precision pellet rifles, and we expect to obtain
a license for small caliber precision target shooting in 2018.
● Our Graffiti Magic School Bus - We have set up a school
bus on one of our trails lost in the woods, ready for you to
let your graffiti creativity flow and share on social media
(spray paint provided).
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Infrastructure Projects

The 100km Trail
Kenauk Nature is actively working on developing a 100km
trail loop on the property (refer to map on p. 2).
Approximately half will be ready for the summer of 2017,
allowing self-reliant trekkers to discover the beauty of the
property, with set campsites each on their own private lake.
Hikers will be expected to be self-sufficient, and come with
the ethics of “no trace left behind”. The trail will also offer
glamping options for people who wish to have their
equipment and accommodations taken care of.

The Hatchery
Opening in 2017! Our renovated and state of the art
hatchery is almost ready to start producing fish for stocking
our lakes and your fishing enjoyment. It has been
renovated to improve production and comply with
stringent environmental standards. The hatchery will
annually produce approximately 25 tons of rainbow and
speckled trout. This security of supply will be an important
strategic asset to Kenauk Nature’s fishing and to the benefit
of our guests.

WiFi at Kenauk Nature
While continuing to offer our guests the opportunity for a
digital detox, we will also start offering the option of
having internet in chalets. We are now working on plans to
build a WiFi network across Kenauk Nature. Once
completed, guests will be provided with free internet at our
reception, Whitefish Lake and the Marina. Internet will also
be offered at each of our chalets but with varying payment
and capacity options.

The Booze & Plank
We will create a gathering place at our marina where
people can come together to share stories, socialize and
enjoy good food and drinks! Our plan is to renovate part of
the marina boat house this summer and turn it into a
gathering place opened a few times per week. Stay tuned
for more news on this as the project takes shape.
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Hunting & Fishing

Hunting
Kenauk Nature is recognized for our amazing moose,
deer and small game hunting experiences. Our
management plans are re-evaluated annually in order to
maintain healthy and sustainable populations of large
animals for our guests. In 2017 we have therefore made
some changes to our deer hunting management plan in
response to provincial declines in their populations. These
changes will support the growth of our deer populations
and maintain a quality hunting experience for our clients.

Here are our changes for the 2017 deer hunt:
• A shorter hunting season – the deer hunting season
has been shortened to 2 weeks; November 4th-18th, 2017.
• Fewer baited sites – We want to promote traditional
hunting methods and are therefore reducing the number
of baited sites on the property. Our surveillance cameras
indicate that large males (with 6-12 points) rarely
frequent baited sites during legal hunting hours
anyways, so a change in strategy must be considered.
• Finally, we will continue adhering to the quality deer
management plan (in effect since 2008), and only harvest
males with 6 points or more.

Fishing
Kenauk Nature continues to be unparalleled for its
quality and variety of fishing. Our fishing experiences
continue to expand as we now also offer ice fishing
throughout the winter! Additionally, we have made some
policy changes in 2017 with respect to Papineau Lake and
its conservation. In partnership with various Papineau
Lake stakeholders we have recognized the importance of
our indigenous lake trout and bass populations.

In order to protect these species we have agreed to make
changes in our fishing policy, including the catch and
release of all lake trout as well as the release of bass that
are below and above 35-55cm, respectively. Kenauk
Nature already has a number of catch and release lakes
and we hope our guests will continue appreciating the
quality populations of trophy fish that catch and release
policies provide.
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Research, Education & Forestry

The Kenauk Institute
The Kenauk Institute was established in 2014 with the
mission to support, coordinate and supervise research on
the property as well as create environmental education
programs. The vision is to establish a baseline inventory
of biodiversity and monitor the property with a 100 year
time horizon. With time, the Kenauk property will not
only become a vital corridor for species migration forced
north by global warming, but also become a laboratory for
monitoring broader climate change and human impacts.

This summer expect to see more than 15 new research
projects and educational programs at Kenauk.
Everything from students climbing trees to study insect
biodiversity to loon nesting studies on Papineau Lake.
In partnership with UQAM, Papineau Lake will also be
the focus of a significant hydrology project focused on
the lake’s wetlands, biodiversity and conservation. It
will include equipping the lake with scientific tools and
we ask that this equipment is respected and left
untouched. Please contact the Institute with questions or
if you would like to participate in data collection! They
are based out of Whitefish Lake, visit them anytime.
Our close collaboration with the Nature Conservancy of
Canada also continues stronger than ever, with their
focus on building inventories of our abundant and
diverse flora and fauna, in addition to supporting the
wildlife corridor initiative.

www.kenaukinstitute.org

Forestry
After a decade without forestry activity on the property,
operations were resumed at Kenauk Nature in 2015.
Using our own private forestry company, Kenauk Canada
ULC, we have ultimate control over harvesting and focus
on selective harvests annually. Kenauk Canada ULC is
certified by SFI, the Sustainable Forestry Initiative, an
internationally recognized, independent, nonprofit
organization that is responsible for overseeing and
certifying sustainable forests. We are also working closely
with a number of University research programs, to ensure
the sustainability of the forests for the long term. Through
our work with one such institute, we have completed
sample inventories of our Papineau Lake islands, and
were thrilled to find old growth forests. We are now
working with various levels of government to find ways
to protect these unique and fragile forests.
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Parting Remarks
A Unique Ecosystem To Enjoy Now and For Generations to Come

Please follow us on
facebook, instagram
or twitter.
For more
information go to
www.kenauk.com
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